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Alliance and Cooperative Strategy
Course Number: 80514802
Course Name (CH): 企业联盟与合作战略
Course Name (EN): Alliance and Cooperative Strategy
Credits: 2
Prerequisites: core strategy courses
Teaching Language: □CH □CH+EN (EN ≥50%)
EN
Courseware Language: □CH
EN
Teaching Method: lecture discussion case study literature reading □computer-aided
assignment students’ in-class presentation
Assessment Method: □in-class quiz oral presentation group discussion case analysis
(report) final report/thesis □final exam □practice project (report)
Semester: □spring autumn □summer
Course Category: □core course elective course
Target Students: □Undergraduate Master □PhD MBA □EMBA □TIEMBA
Instructor: WU Rui
Office: Weilun 306
E-mail: wur@sem.tsinghua.edu.cn
Office Hour:
By appointment
Discussion Board: http://www.sem.tsinghua.edu.cn
Course Description
This course is an elective designed for graduate students in the Master in Management (MiM) program
at Tsinghua SEM. Students should have prerequisite knowledge and analytical tools about general business
and strategic management.
Alliance and Cooperative Strategy is intended to improve your ability to determine whether, when, and
how to execute cooperative strategies as part of your firms’ overall strategy. The past thirty years has
witnessed an explosion in cooperative activities across firms. As a result, it is likely that, regardless of your
career path, you will at some point either work for, help to establish, or compete with cooperative ventures.
Managers considering collaborations face a broad range of issues: Should a collaboration interaction be
structured as a joint venture, a contractual alliance, or simply an arm’s-length contract? When should I prefer
an alliance to doing the project entirely in-house and to a merger? How can I best structure and manage this
alliance - and what to do to prevent competition with my partner within this alliance? How do I evaluate a
prospective partner? Another component of the course goes on to examine the choice between alliance and
M&A: When does it make sense to acquire another firm rather than working via contract? What are the
challenges in trying to integrate an acquired company?
This course introduces you to the issues and analytical arguments behind these questions, drawing on
advances in competitive strategy, organizational economics, and organizational behavior. Whereas it
incorporates various theoretical perspectives, the course is designed to focus on the essential issues and
problems of business-level cooperative strategy as experienced regularly by managers. The objectives of the
course are to provide analytical frameworks and tools that will sharpen your abilities to:
This syllabus is only for reference of your course selection, and the finalized version will be distributed by the instructor in class
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Recognize and evaluate collaborative opportunities;
Evaluate potential and current partners;
Anticipate problems faced by cooperative ventures and to manage these effectively;
Develop and assess an overall cooperative strategy.

Textbooks & References
We will use Harvard Business School cases and academic articles as our main references (see Teaching
Schedule). Due to limitations on case availability, our cases may not be up-to-date stories. But please note
that they tell useful scenarios, theories, and implications. Try to identify key issues and grasp relevant
analytical tools that persist over time and across cases. Imagine that you are watching an old movie when
reading the cases.

Grading

1
2

3

4

Item
Attendance and Participation
Individual Assignment
- Alliance table
- Executive summary
Group Project & Presentation
- Prepared materials
- In-class presentation
Final Report
Total:

Percentage
25%
20%
10%
10%
30%
10%
20%
25%
100%

1. Attendance & Participation – 25%
Regular attendance and class participation are critical to successfully completing this course. Given our
limited class time, you are expected to participate actively in each session. You are encouraged to prepare for
class with your colleagues (after all, this is a course on cooperation). However, I expect each member of the
class to be fully conversant in the material. If for some reason you are not prepared, please let me know
before the start of class to save us the embarrassment of cold-calling.
Given the importance of class discussion, pre-class preparation is crucial. For cases, you should be
prepared to set forth the core challenge facing the case in point, to offer a critical assessment of the situation,
and to lay out persuasively a course of action. For readings, you should be prepared to outline the topic that
each reading addresses, describe its central points, and offer your critical analysis. Assignment questions for
each session will be posted by email or online prior to the class.
It is important to appreciate that class discussion is itself a collaborative activity. Please listen carefully
to one another, and attempt to build on or constructively critique prior comments. Overall, an effective
participant is believed:
 To be a good listener;
 To make points relevant to the on-going discussion;
 To make comments that add to our understanding of the reading;
 To be willing to challenge ideas that are being expressed;
 To integrate materials from past classes and other courses.
This syllabus is only for reference of your course selection, and the finalized version will be distributed by the instructor in class
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Participation grading rules (discussion notes will be taken by the instructor and the TA):

0

1

2

3

4

5

Absence
without
pre-class
notice

15+ min late for
class or absent
from class with
notice

On-time
attendance
without active
participation

On-time
attendance
with passive
participation

On-time
attendance
with mid-level
participation

On-time
attendance
with active
participation

In case that case analysis is yet an analytical tool familiar to you, here is a brief introduction about the
case method:
*** The following is a recommended approach to prepare cases:
1. Rapidly read through the assigned case to gain a general understanding of the industry, the firms, and the
general competitive situation and issues.
2. Review the discussion questions for what may require special attention.
3. Carefully re-read, taking notes that sort information, facts, and observations under a number of relevant
headings. Use the discussion questions to guide your thinking.
4. Formulate hypotheses about what is going on as you read (e.g. "the company loses money on small
orders"), modifying or rejecting them as new information surfaces (e.g. "Table 2 shows that shipping
costs per unit are higher for small orders, but only for long-distance shipments").
5. Perform quantitative analyses, "crunching" available numbers, if necessary. It is important to provide
quantitative support, particularly when exploring hypotheses as to the nature of certain phenomena. If
requisite data are not available, describing what data are missing often triggers ideas for making creative
use of available information.
6. Prepare detailed notes to bring with you to class to guide your participation in discussion.
There is a good chance that you feel confused or overwhelmed during the first few sessions. This is a
byproduct of the peculiarity of the case method that does not successively add components of knowledge. Rather,
every case in a sense contains all materials in the course. The early theoretical concepts probably won't have much
meaning to you until you've worked through cases. Thus, there is no better way to start off than throwing yourself
in the deep end of the pool and letting you struggle to stay afloat. The good news is that the number of new ideas
drops off quickly and old ideas continue to be relevant. ***
2. Individual Assignment – 20%
The idea of this assignment is to analyze systematic patterns and models of alliances based on your
gathered industrial information and business knowledge. To accomplish this goal, you should first pick a
target industry and use your search skills to gather alliance information for 5 or more dyadic alliances in
this industry. Given the prevalence of cross-industry collaborations, it is possible that one partner falls
outside of your target industry. Feel free to discuss with me about industry and company choices. Based on
your collected information, you are expected to submit a two-part assignment:


Part I: A table (see final page of the syllabus) indicating alliance features. You can adjust items as
you see fitting the target industry (10%);
 Part II: An executive summary, briefing your key findings and thoughts for alliances in this industry
(10%). Setting: double-spaced, font 12, 1-inch margin, no more than 3 pages.
You may use this assignment as a starting point for the final report (see below). Please submit this
assignment via email to me and copy our TA by Week 7.
This syllabus is only for reference of your course selection, and the finalized version will be distributed by the instructor in class
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3. Group Project– 30%
This is a practice for you to coordinate creativity in teamwork. You will form groups of 4-6 people.
Diversified background of team members is highly recommended. Working in teams provides you with an
opportunity to learn from your colleagues, solving problems, and making strategic decisions in a setting that
approximates the management teams typically charged with such tasks.
In Week 8, each group will lead a 15-minute discussion of an alliance or an alliance-related issue. By
leading discussion, you are expected not only to present facts of your chosen case, but also to solicit ideas
from the audience and then draw conclusions, recommendations, and implications. You can use any current
alliance, as long as you collect enough information to have a meaningful presentation. Every group must
clear the topic with me by Week 5.
You are encouraged to use visuals in presentations. Please submit all your presentation materials before
the presentation session for grading. NOTE: if you want to lead a case discussion, you should distribute
necessary reading materials to your classmates a few days prior to the discussion. Our TA will be able to help
distributing these materials.
All team members get the same grade for the collective effort. However, I understand that, for various
reasons, there can be situations where members contribute unequally. On the last day of class, a confidential
form of peer evaluation will be distributed. You would have the chance to evaluate your teammates on their
contribution. All assessments will be kept confidential.
Grading components:
 Presentation materials—10%;
 In-class presentation and discussion—20%;
 Responses/Challenges from the audience will be taken as today’s participation grade.
4. Final Report– 25%
A final report is required for this course. The idea is to integrate your course learning, literature search,
and personal experience to analyze one specific topic about alliances. You may use your individual
assignment as the industry background for the report. Examples of topics include but are not limited to:
 Alliance formation: partner selection; location choice; cooperative activities (e.g. co-development,
joint promotion, joint manufacturing);
 Alliance design: governance structures; composition of the alliance management team; alignment of
incentives for team members; inter- and intra-organizational routines;
 Alliance management: partner coordination; means to control partners’ behavioral risk; task vs.
relational management; performance evaluation; alliance renewal;
 Alliance termination: when and how to terminate an ongoing cooperative relationship; disseminating
lessons learned from alliances;
 Alliance portfolio: design and management; multi-partner alliances; multi-market
cooperation/competition; learning through alliance portfolios, etc.
I will provide specific guidelines about the topic later, but you need only take one piece of the entire
alliance spectrum—don’t try to create guidelines for everything. Think of this as a short presentation you
would give to a company having a specific problem related to its alliances.
Format:
Your report should include the following sections:
 Abstract: Use no more than 100 words to summarize your key ideas.
This syllabus is only for reference of your course selection, and the finalized version will be distributed by the instructor in class
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Theory development: Use logical arguments to establish your theory, which should:
o explain a phenomenon or an interesting question,
o show theoretical and/or empirical evidence (e.g. data, cases, references), and
o provide managerial implications.
 Empirics: It is your choice to use archival data, case studies, interview data, or news as the source of
empirical analysis that can illustrate and corroborate your theories. Please provide the data sources.
 References: No more than 2 pages in APA (American Psychological Association) format.
The report should fit within 10 doubled-spaced pages (all inclusive), 12-pt font, 1-inch (2.45cm) margin.
Please submit your work in one PDF file via email to me and copy our TA by 5pm on Week 9. Any late
submissions will be deducted in points. If you are traveling abroad, please take into account the jet lag and
avoid late submission.

This syllabus is only for reference of your course selection, and the finalized version will be distributed by the instructor in class
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Teaching Schedule (Subject to minor changes):
Week

Content

1

Introduction:
Expectation setting
& group formation





2

Alliance
Negotiation &
Co-opetition

3

Intra- and
Inter-firm Team
Management







4

International
Collaboration

5

When to Ally and
When to Acquire

6

Alliances with
Non-Profits









7

8
9

Alliance
Performance
and Measures

Group Presentation



Readings
“The Right Game”;
Supplementary: “When Your Contract
Manufacturer Becomes Your
Competitor”
Mayer & Teece (2008); Hamel, et al
(1989, HBR);
Supplementary: “With Friends Like
These: The Art of Managing
Complementors”
Adobor (2006); Hughes & Weiss
(2007)
Supplementary: “How to Manage
Alliances Successfully”; “The Alliance
Map”
Kale & Anand (2006); Henisz &
Zelner (2010)
Supplementary: “Engaging with
Startups in Emerging Markets”
Dyer, Kale, & Singh (2004 HBR)
Supplementary: “Finding the Right
Path”; “Don’t Integrate Your
Acquisitions, Partner with Them”
Peloza & Falkenberg (2009, CMR)
Supplementary: “Taking
Environmental Partners Seriously”
Arino (2003, JIBS); Kale, Dyer, &
Singh (2002, SMJ)
Supplementary: “Your Alliances are
Too Stable”; “Superstition Undermines
Alliances”

(Distribute your materials before class, if
needed)

Case & Notes

Wintel (A)

HP & Cisco (A)

Bank of America &
Chinese Credit
Market
Disney & Pixar
(Due: Topic for
group project)
Starbucks &
Conservation
International
IBM & Linux
(Due: Individual
Assignment)
Submit presentation
materials before
class.

Final Report DUE by 5pm, Beijing Time.
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Business Innovation in an Interconnected World
Course Number:
Course Name (CH):
Course Name (EN):
Credits:
Prerequisites:
Teaching Language:
Courseware Language:
Teaching Method:
Assessment Method:

Semester:
Course Category:
Target Students:

Instructor:
Office:
E-mail:
Office Phone:
Office Hour:
Discussion Board:

80515122
全球互联时代的商业创新
Business Innovation in an Interconnected World
2
N/A
□ CH □ CH+EN (EN ≥50%) ■ EN
□ CH ■ EN
■ Lecture ■ Discussion ■ Case study ■ Literature reading
□ Computer-aided assignment ■ Students’ in-class presentation
□ In-class quiz ■ oral presentation ■ Group discussion
■ Case analysis (report) ■ Final report/thesis □ Final exam
■ Practice project (report) □ Others _____________________
□ Spring ■ Autumn □ Summer
□ Core course ■ Elective course
□ Undergraduate □ Master □ PhD ■ MBA
□ EMBA □ TIEMBA

Prof. CHEN Yubo
Rm. 327H, Shunde Bldg.
chenyubo@sem.tsinghua.edu.cn
6279-6315
By appointment
http://www.sem.tsinghua.edu.cn

Course Description:
Advances in information technology and globalization have made the world more
interconnected than ever. Consumers, firms, media, regulators, investors, and NGOs are becoming
increasingly interdependent on each other. Interactions among various stakeholders are playing a
critical role in shaping the market landscape. The course introduces a social interaction strategic
framework to help companies to manage business innovations to build and sustain their competitive
advantage. We will use this framework to analyze both the business model innovations in emerging
sectors (e.g., Web 2.0, social media, mobile internet) and corporate business innovations in
traditional sectors (e.g., airline, automobile, banking). The objective of this course is to help
students develop a cutting edge theoretical framework to anticipate and prepare for the trends that,
while novel and less unexplored today, will be mainstream in the next decade.
The career focus of students of this course is likely to include:
 Students planning entrepreneurial ventures
 Students whose careers as managers, investors, or consultants will focus on business
innovations
This syllabus is only for reference of your course selection, and the finalized version will be distributed by the instructor in class
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Textbooks & References:
No textbook

Grading:
No.
1
2
3
4

Assessment method
Individual Assignments
Team Project
Team Case Assignment
Class Participation

Percentage
40%
25%
15%
20%

Teaching Schedule (Subject to minor changes):
Week
1

2

3
4
5
6
7
8

Content
Course Introduction and
Team Composition
A Theoretical
Framework of Business
Innovation in an
Interconnected World

Team Case
Assignment

Each team submits
their team
composition and
interested team
cases.

Readings & Cases

1. Chen, Fay and Wang (2011)
2. Chen, Wang and Xie (2011)
3. Zhang, Li and Chen (2012)

Web 2.0 (I): User
Generated Content
(UGC)
Web 2.0 (II): Social
Networks/ Social Media
Web 2.0 (III): Mobile
Internet
Big Data and Business
Innovation (I)
Big Data and Business
Innovation (II)
Course Wrap and Project
Presentation

Readings (Available at http://www.sem.tsinghua.edu.cn/en/chenyubo):
1.
2.

Chen, Yubo, Scott Fay and Qi Wang (2011), “The Role of Marketing in Social Media: How
Online Consumer Reviews Evolve,” Journal of Interactive Marketing, 25(2), 85-94.
Chen, Yubo, Qi Wang and Jinhong Xie (2011), "Online Social Interactions: A Natural
Experiment on Word of Mouth versus Observational Learning," Journal of Marketing Research
(April), 238-254.

This syllabus is only for reference of your course selection, and the finalized version will be distributed by the instructor in class
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3.

Zhang, Zhu, Xin Li and Yubo Chen (2012), "Deciphering “Word”-of-Mouth in Social Media:
Text-based Metrics of Consumer Reviews," ACM Transactions on Management Information
Systems, 3(1), 5:1-5:22.

This syllabus is only for reference of your course selection, and the finalized version will be distributed by the instructor in class
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Business Negotiation
Course Number:
Course Name (CH):
Course Name (EN):
Credits:
Prerequisites:
Teaching Language:
Courseware Language:
Teaching Method:
Assessment Method:

Semester:
Course Category:
Target Students:

80510372
商务谈判
Business Negotiation
2
None
□CH □CH+EN (EN ≥50%) ■EN
□CH ■EN
■ lecture
■ discussion ■ case study □ literature reading
computer-aided assignment
■students’ in-class presentation
□in-class quiz ■oral presentation ■group discussion
■case analysis (report) □final report/thesis □final exam
□practice project (report) □others_________________________
□spring ■autumn □summer
□core course ■elective course
□Undergraduate □Master □PhD ■MBA
□EMBA □TIEMBA

□

Instructor:
Prof. Chia-Jung Tsay
Office:
E-mail:
c.tsay@ucl.ac.uk
Office Phone:
Office Hour:
By appointment
Discussion Board: http://www.sem.tsinghua.edu.cn

Course Description (course objectives and content):
Through a series of group simulations, exercises, feedback, and debrief sessions, this course will
provide students with the fundamentals of effective negotiation strategies and communication.
Students will become equipped with a toolkit to address a range of contexts that call for negotiation
skills. The experiential learning approach will guide towards a better awareness and understanding
of negotiation strategies and tactics to apply to real-world negotiations. Whether students encounter
cooperative or distrustful counterparts, or are confronted with multiple stakeholders, the core
concepts presented in the course will help them develop wiser decision-making strategies under
pressure, a more systematic framework to prepare for and execute negotiations, and greater facility
in approaches for creating and capturing value in negotiation.
Objectives
The ability to negotiate and communicate well is critical to your performance as a manager or
executive. This course is designed to allow students to become more effective negotiators and
managers through growth in several areas;
This syllabus is only for reference of your course selection, and the finalized version will be distributed by the instructor in class
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- Leveraging strengths in communication with multiple parties
- Designing sustainable agreements that maximize value
- Achieving superior results under highly competitive conditions
- Resolving disputes and achieving desired outcomes
- Anticipating the perspective and strategy of counterparts
- Working with a wide diversity of expectations, values, and cultures

Textbooks & References:
All case materials will be provided, and include cases from Harvard Business School and Kellogg
School of Management. Supplementary readings are available upon request.

Grading (percentage of all the assessment methods involved):
No.

Assessment method
Participation and discussion of negotiations
and case materials
Group presentation
Case analyses

1
2
3

Percentage
50%
20%
30%

Teaching Schedule (Subject to minor changes) :
Session
1

Content
Course Introduction
Decision Making and Negotiations
Distributive Negotiations

2
Integrative Negotiations
3
Models of Conflict and Cooperation
Strategies of Influence
4

5

Strategies for Creating Value in
Negotiations
Multi-Round Negotiations

6
Multi-Round Negotiations
7

Cases
Carter Racing:
In-class exercises
Hamilton Real Estate I:
In-class exercise
Hamilton Real Estate II:
Pacific Sentinel I:
In-class exercise
Pacific Sentinel II: Debrief
Strategies of Influence:
In-class exercises
Win As Much As You Can:
In-class exercise and
debrief
Moms.com I:
In-class exercise
Moms.com II: Debrief
Adam Baxter I:
In-class exercise
Adam Baxter II:
In-class exercise
Adam Baxter III:
In-class exercise
Adam Baxter I-II-III:
Debrief

This syllabus is only for reference of your course selection, and the finalized version will be distributed by the instructor in class
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Session
8

Content
Course Wrap-Up
Group Presentations

Cases
Shark Tank:
In-class case discussion

Other requirements and information:
• Participation: This includes the quality of your contributions to class discussions, engagement
during class sessions, and feedback you provide to your counterparts after cases/exercises; and the
timely and conscientious completion of exercises and related work/online polls and surveys. Name
tents should be brought to each class session.
Before each class session begins, please turn off your wireless access, internet browser, instant
messaging program, email program, and cell phone. There should be no internet or phone use
during class time, unless previously instructed for in-class exercises.
Contribution to discussions will be graded during each session, and thus unexcused
absences/lateness/early departures/inappropriate use of electronic devices will adversely impact
your final grade.
• In-class exercises and simulations:
If you are unable to participate in a simulation for any reason, you must provide written
notification before the scheduled exercise as soon as possible so that groupings may be adjusted.
Otherwise, your group will be left stranded, and this will diminish their learning.
Conscientious preparation and conduct of simulations are essential. Arriving unprepared results
in the inability to fully participate in exercises, and this will impact your final grade.
Under no circumstances is it acceptable to adopt the attitude, “I didn’t try because it was not a
real negotiation.” Failing to take a simulation seriously (or pretending to have not taken it seriously
after you perform poorly) is unfair to your counterparts, who are counting on you to provide a
realistic experience.
For each simulation, you will receive “confidential role information” with which to prepare.
You are not allowed to show or discuss your confidential role information with anyone else at any
time. During the negotiation, you are allowed to say whatever you want, but you cannot show your
confidential role information to the other side. During the first class, you will be asked to sign a
Non-Disclosure Agreement regarding any confidential role information you receive.
The negotiation outcome for your team during Adam Baxter II will count towards your
participation grade for Adam Baxter I, II, and III.
• Group presentation: In groups of 2-4, students will engage in a negotiation of their choice. These
negotiations may be conducted at any point prior to April 21. On April 22, groups will offer brief
presentations during class communicating how they applied skills/strategies in the field and what
outcomes they achieved.
• Case analyses: After the conclusion of sessions on April 22, students will allocate two hours to
complete a set case analyses. During the two hours, students should not refer to additional reference
materials, other than the three-page review document distributed during the last class session.

About the instructor:
This syllabus is only for reference of your course selection, and the finalized version will be distributed by the instructor in class
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Prof. Chia-Jung Tsay is an Associate Professor at the UCL School of Management. Her research
examines the psychological processes that influence decision making and interpersonal perception
in performance contexts. She investigates the role of expertise and nonconscious biases in
professional selection and advancement. Having served as a research fellow at Harvard Law
School’s Program on Negotiation, Prof. Tsay received a Ph.D. in Organizational Behavior jointly
from Harvard Business School and the Department of Psychology at Harvard University, and
previously taught negotiations at the Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania.
Prof. Tsay's work has been covered in media outlets in over 50 countries, including the BBC (print,
radio, live television broadcasts), Boston Globe, Business Insider, Chicago Tribune, the Economist,
Forbes, Harvard Business Review, Nature, NPR (print, live radio broadcasts), Scientific American,
TIME, and the Wall Street Journal. In recent years, Prof. Tsay has been invited to give over 70
corporate and academic presentations on decision making and negotiations for employees of all
levels in Asia, Europe, and North America.

This syllabus is only for reference of your course selection, and the finalized version will be distributed by the instructor in class
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Business Performance and Sustainability
Course Number:
Course Name (CH):
Course Name (EN):
Number of Credits：
Prerequisite：
Teaching Language:
Courseware Language:
Teaching Methods：
Semester:
Course Category:
Target Students:

Instructor:

Office:
E-mail:
Office Phone:
Office Hour:
Discussion Board:

80515382
企业经营与可持续发展
Business Performance and Sustainability
2
N/A
□ CH □ CH+EN (EN ≥50%) ■ EN
□ CH ■ EN
 Lecture  Case analysis  Literature reading
 Presentation
□ Spring ■ Autumn □ Summer
□ Core course ■ Elective course
□ Undergraduate □ Master □ PhD ■ MBA
□ EMBA □ TIEMBA

QIAN June, Professor, Department of Leadership and Org. Management
GUO Peiyuan, Co-Founder & GM of SynTao (See attached bio)
DUAN Zhirong, Professor, Department of Innovation, Entrepreneurship and
Strategy
Rm. 456B, Weilun Bldg.
qianxj@sem.tsinghua.edu.cn
6278-9934
By appointment
http://www.sem.tsinghua.edu.cn

Course Description:
Today, in response of the call for corporate social responsibility and sustainability by Chinese
government, NGOs, public, business partners as well as, sometimes, self aspiration, more and more
companies have paid greater attentions to corporate social responsibility and sustainability, which
imposes both challenges and opportunities for companies. This course focuses on the topic of
Business Performance and Sustainability, and, through methods of case studies, faculty lectures and
corporate guest lectures, help to answer the following key questions:
 What are the external drivers and how do their mix and relative importance change over
time.
 How are external drivers understood inside the business, and what is the internal pathway
through which their importance is understood and responded to.
 What are the business benefits of a sustainability approach and how does this relationship
change over time.
 How do Chinese businesses compare to their international counterparts, both in their
Chinese operations and in their pathway of change over time.
This syllabus is only for reference of your course selection, and the finalized version will be distributed by the instructor in class
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What are the engagement and communication challenges facing China-based companies
evolving in their approach to sustainability and how might it be addressed.
It is hoped that the course will help students to better understand the external and internal
drivers of CSR and sustainability, how they interact to influence companies’ evolution in terms of
CSR and sustainability and therefore gain richer knowledge on the challenges and opportunities
CSR and sustainability may bring so as to acquire useful lessons and experiences.

Features of the Course:
Case study will be the major teaching method of the course. Our cases will include not only
international companies and joint ventures, but also Chinese state-owned enterprises as well as
private owned or listed companies.
This course will be co-taught by Mr. Simon Zadek, a visiting scholar of Tsinghua SEM, Dr.
GUO Peiyuan, Co-founder & GM of SynTao, Professor DUAN Zhirong, Department of Innovation,
Entrepreneurship and Strategy, and Professor June Qian, Department of Leadership and
Organization Management. Simon is an experienced and accomplished researcher on corporate
social responsibility and sustainability, and has rich publications in terms research papers, books,
and articles. GUO Peiyuan has been working with large companies to support their CSR and
sustainability strategy, and his experiences will also add values to this course.
Another important feature of the course is that we will invite executives of the case companies
to classroom so that students can meet these executives face to face, ask them questions, get
immediate responses, as well as provide solutions to the companies’ current challenges. It will
greatly enrich students’ learning experience and bring our classroom much closer to practices.
The classes will meet at 7pm to 10pm Monday of the first 8 weeks. This course does not need
any prerequisite and is suitable for full-time MBA students, but also part-time MBA students.

Grading:
No.
1
2
3

Assessment method
Class participation
Case preparation (question list)
Analysis and Presentation

Percentage
30%
20%
50%

Course Calendar and Contents (Subject to minor changes):
No.

Contents

1

Course Introduction

2

Transparency and Communications

Pre-class Reading and Preparation
Pre-reading: Assigned research
papers
By-Health

3
4

No class due to the National Day
Holiday
IP Protection and E-publishing

Chinese All

5

Entrepreneurship and Innovation

Yingmayunchi

6

People

Flextronics

(or Warmler)

This syllabus is only for reference of your course selection, and the finalized version will be distributed by the instructor in class
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No.
7
8

Contents
Impact Investment and Financial
Innovation
Student Presentations and Course
Summary

Pre-class Reading and Preparation
China Industrial Bank
Company investigation and research

Note: The cases listed above as well as the weeks in which they will be used are subject to minor
changes.
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Consumer Behavior（to be released later）
Course Number:
Course Name (CH):
Course Name (EN):
Credits:
Prerequisites:
Teaching Language:
Courseware Language:
Teaching Method:
Assessment Method:

Semester:
Course Category:
Target Students:

80510862
消费行为学
Consumer Behavior
2
□CH □CH+EN (EN ≥50%) ■EN
□CH ■EN
■ lecture
■ discussion ■ case study ■ literature reading
computer-aided assignment
■students’ in-class presentation
□in-class quiz □oral presentation ■group discussion
■case analysis (report) ■final report/thesis □final exam
□practice project (report) □others_________________________
□spring ■autumn □summer
□core course ■elective course
□Undergraduate ■Master □PhD ■MBA
□EMBA □TIEMBA

□

Instructor:
ZHENG Yuhuang
Office:
Weilun 549
E-mail:
zhengyh@sem.tsinghua.edu.cn
Office Phone: 62772992
Office Hour:
By Appointment via email
Discussion Board: http://www.sem.tsinghua.edu.cn

Course Description:
The syllabus will be released later.

This syllabus is only for reference of your course selection, and the finalized version will be distributed by the instructor in class
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Customer Focused Innovation
Course Number:
Course Name (CH):
Course Name (EN):
Credits:
Prerequisites:
Teaching Language:
Courseware Language:
Teaching Method:
Assessment Method:

Semester:
Course Category:
Target Students:

80515991
企业实践研讨课--以客户为导向的创新
Customer Focused Innovation
1
MBA Core Course
□CH □CH+EN (EN ≥50%) ■EN
□CH ■EN
■ lecture
■ discussion ■ case study ■ literature reading
computer-aided assignment
■students’ in-class presentation
□in-class quiz □oral presentation ■group discussion
■case analysis (report) □final report/thesis □final exam
□practice project (report) □others_________________________
□spring ■autumn □summer
□core course ■elective course
□Undergraduate □Master □PhD ■MBA
□EMBA □TIEMBA

□

Instructor:
Professor JI Bo
Office:
Weilun 203
E-mail:
BOJI2000@yahoo.com
Office Phone: 62771773
Office Hour:
By Appointment via emil to boji2000@yahoo.com
Discussion Board: http://www.sem.tsinghua.edu.cn

Course Description (course objectives and content):
This course aims to explore innovative customer-focused business strategy of how we can help
create a new and more profitable business future. Nowadays, companies usually use the following
three types of innovation for growing strategy:
1) Technological innovation: the development of cutting-edge technology in order to win the
competition
2) Differentiation: products, services, marketing and other differences in innovation.
3) Continuous improvement: all aspects of small innovation
All of these innovations are focus on the competition with their competitors. It ends up with a
zero-sum game in this competition.
This course will help enterprises move from a highly competitive market to a more profitable and
non-competitive new markets. Through numerous latest cases, from concrete mixer industry to low
cost airline industry, from toilet advertising in Germany to e-commerce market in China, we will
understand these profitable, non-competitive business models. This innovative approach is customer
focused innovation.
This syllabus is only for reference of your course selection, and the finalized version will be distributed by the instructor in class
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In this course, the participants will learn how to help their companies create a new market and a
bright future for success. In addition, we will also use lots of best practice to strength participants'
creative thinking and analysis skill.

Textbooks & References:
Materials provided by professors on Class.

Grading (percentage of all the assessment methods involved):
No.
1
2
3
4

Assessment method
Attendance
Class participation and discussion
Class Excise
Team work & Presentation

Percentage
10%
20%
30%
40%

Teaching Schedule (subject to minor changes):
Module

Topic

1

Intro & Theoretical

Content


2

Four analysis tools






Through various examples, a clear understanding of the need
to implement a customer-focused innovation：
Innovation strategy guide
Innovative theoretical framework
Exercise
Three tiers of non-customer
Customer pain point
ERRC module
Value curve

3

Ten customer















Across alternative industries
Across strategic group
Across buyer chain
Across complementary products and services
Across function and emotion
Across timeline
Across platform
Across charging mode
Across individual systems
Across the mass market
Exercises and road show
Execution customer-oriented innovation strategy
Overcome key organizational barriers

framework





focused business
model (1)

4

Ten customer
focused business
model (2)

This syllabus is only for reference of your course selection, and the finalized version will be distributed by the instructor in class
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Module

Topic

Content




The implementation of the strategy to build part of the
strategy
Continuity and renewal strategy
Reflection, insight and sharing

This syllabus is only for reference of your course selection, and the finalized version will be distributed by the instructor in class
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Finance Theory
Course Number:
Course Name (CH):
Course Name (EN):
Credits:
Prerequisites:
Teaching Language:
Courseware Language:
Teaching Method:
Assessment Method:

Semester:
Course Category:
Target Students:

70518023
金融学理论
Finance Theory
1
□CH □CH+EN (EN ≥50%) ■EN
□CH ■EN
■ lecture
□ discussion □ case study □ literature reading
computer-aided assignment
□students’ in-class presentation
□in-class quiz □oral presentation □group discussion
□case analysis (report) □final report/thesis □final exam
□practice project (report) □others_________________________
□spring ■autumn □summer
□core course □elective course
□Undergraduate □Master □PhD ■MBA
□EMBA □TIEMBA

□

Instructor: Tao Shen
Office: Weilun 317
E-mail: shentao@sem.tsinghua.edu.cn
Office Phone:
Office Hour: TBA
Discussion Board: http://learn.tsinghua.edu.cn/

Course Description (course objectives and content):
This course introduces students to the fundamentals and advances of finance theory. Financial
success is the ultimate motivation for modern economic activities, which are necessitated by
financial resources. The needs of consumers and businesses have been evolving to exhaust the
capacity that the financial system provides. The development and sophistication of the financial
system are thus a continual process. Consequentially, financial theories have been experiencing
path-breaking advances along with the rapid development in financial practices. These
developments are further accelerated by the extensive globalization of financial markets. This
course provides an introduction to modern finance theory and its applications within a unified
framework. The topics of the course include: (1) theory of capital structure; (2) valuation of assets;
(3) theory of payout; (4) portfolio theory; (5) asset pricing models; (6) financial derivatives.

Textbooks & References:
Bodie, Kane and Marcus, Investments, McGraw Hill
Brealey, Myers and Allen, Principles of Corporate Finance, McGraw Hill
John Hull, Options, futures and other derivatives, McGraw Hill
Arbitrage Theory in Continuous Time by Thomas Bjork
This syllabus is only for reference of your course selection, and the finalized version will be distributed by the instructor in class
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Grading (percentage of all the assessment methods involved):
Grading：
Attendance & Quiz -15%
Homework - 20%
Case analysis - 25%
Exam - 40%

Teaching Schedule (weeks, content, assignments. It can be in the tabular form.) :
TBA

Other requirements and information:
NA.

This syllabus is only for reference of your course selection, and the finalized version will be distributed by the instructor in class
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Introduction to Business Analytics
Course Number:
Course Name (CH):
Course Name (EN):
Credits:
Prerequisites:
Teaching Language:
Courseware Language:
Teaching Method:
Assessment Method:

Semester:
Course Category:
Target Students:

80516722
商务分析导论
Introduction to Business Analytics

2
□CH □CH+EN (EN ≥50%) ■EN
□CH ■EN
■ lecture
■ discussion ■ case study □ literature reading
computer-aided assignment
■students’ in-class presentation
□in-class quiz ■oral presentation □group discussion
□case analysis (report) ■final report/thesis ■final exam
■practice project (report) □others_________________________
■spring □autumn □summer
□core course ■elective course
□Undergraduate □Master □PhD ■MBA
□EMBA □TIEMBA

■

Instructor: Professor LIU Dengpan
Office: Rm.219, Weilun Building
E-mail: liudp@sem.tsinghua.edu.cn
Office Phone: 62797759
Office Hour:
Discussion Board: http://www.sem.tsinghua.edu.cn

Course Description:
This course provides an introduction to the field of business analytics (BA). Students will examine
BA processes and techniques used in transforming data to knowledge and creating value for
organizations. This course will also provide an in-depth coverage on predictive analytics, one of
important areas in business analytics. Students will have extensive hands-on experience on
contemporary business analytics software. This course will be taught with class lectures,
discussions on data analysis, design and modeling, business cases, and hands-on analytics exercises.
At the completion of this course, students will be able to:
 Have a basic understanding of the field of Business Analytics
 Have an in-depth understanding of predictive analytics
 Learn how to use contemporary software for predictive modeling
 Apply Business Analytics skills to analyze real-world data

Textbooks & References:
《Predictive Analytics: The Power to Predict Who Will Click, Buy, Lie, or Die》, Eric Siegel, John
Wiley & Sons, ISBN: 9781119145677, Feb. 2016.
This syllabus is only for reference of your course selection, and the finalized version will be distributed by the instructor in class
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Grading:
Item
Class Participation
Group Project Presentation
Group Project Report
Group Project Peer Evaluation
Mid-term Exam
Final Exam
Assignments

Percentage
5%
10%
5%
10%
30%
30%
10%

Teaching Schedule (subject to minor changes):
CLASS
1
2
3
4
5
6

TOPIC
Course Introduction
Overview of Business Analytics
Descriptive Analytics
Introduction of Predictive Analytics
Acting on Predictions
Prediction and Privacy

7

The Data Effect in Predictive Analytics

8
9
10
11

Machine Learning With Decision Trees
Mining Association Rules
Classification and Clustering in Data Mining
Prescriptive Analytics

This syllabus is only for reference of your course selection, and the finalized version will be distributed by the instructor in class
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Management Practice Seminar on Family
Business
Course Number:
Course Name (CH):
Course Name (EN):
Credits:
Prerequisites:
Teaching Language:
Courseware Language:
Teaching Method:
Assessment Method:

Semester:
Course Category:
Target Students:

80515941
企业实践研讨课--家族企业管理
Management Practice Seminar on Family Business
1
MBA Core Course
□CH □CH+EN (EN ≥50%) ■EN
□CH ■EN
■ lecture
■ discussion ■ case study ■ literature reading
computer-aided assignment
■students’ in-class presentation
□in-class quiz □oral presentation ■group discussion
■case analysis (report) □final report/thesis □final exam
□practice project (report) □others_________________________
□spring ■autumn □summer
□core course ■elective course
□Undergraduate □Master □PhD ■MBA
□EMBA □TIEMBA

□

Instructor:
Professor JI Bo
Office:
Weilun 203
E-mail:
BOJI2000@yahoo.com
Office Phone: 62771773
Office Hour:
By Appointment via emil to boji2000@yahoo.com
Discussion Board: http://www.sem.tsinghua.edu.cn

Course Description (course objectives and content):
Family firms are prevalent, accounting for two thirds of all businesses across the globe. As the
intersection of two distinctive logics, family firms face unique challenges in their survival and
prosperity. On one hand, the formal structure of a firm demands rational decisions, contract-based
exchange, competence, limited liability, future orientation, and money making, which characterize
the business logic. On the other hand, family members initiate the enterprise and bring in the family
logic with an emphasis on emotional caring, relationship-based interaction, birthright, perpetual
responsibility, memory orientation, and love maintenance. Due to the competition of these two
logics, only 30 percent of family firms survive into the second generation, among which 85-90
percent fail or are sold before the third generation succession. The average life span of family firms
is around 24 years, which is similar with the average tenure of their founders. This management
practice seminar specifically targets students who are the second-generation owners and leaders of
their family firms, helps them understand a series of representative problems originated from the
logic conflicts in their daily practices, and discusses possible solutions that may benefit their
families and their businesses. The course will focus on family business succession planning as it is
one of the most pertinent issues facing family businesses.
This syllabus is only for reference of your course selection, and the finalized version will be distributed by the instructor in class
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Textbooks & References:
Materials provided by professor on Class.

Grading (percentage of all the assessment methods involved):
No.
1
2
3
4

Assessment method
Attendance
Class participation and discussion
Class Excise
Team work & Presentation

Percentage
10%
20%
30%
40%

Teaching Schedule (subject to minor changes):
Module
1

Content

Topic
Intro & Family Business

Intro of professors, content, method

Issues, Challenges,

The vigor and challenge of family business

Succession (1)

The secret of longevity: Special assets
The recipe of family business succession
Class Discussion

2

Family Business Succession
(2),

3

Family Business
Management

4

Team work, Presentation &










Succession planning
Reflection, insights, and share
Class Discussion
Students choose subject of independent study
Family Interest Conflict, communication, coordination
Family business management
Class Discussion
Student presentation

mutual learning
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R&D Investment and Intellectual Property
Management
Course Number:
Course Name (CH):
Course Name (EN):
Credits:
Prerequisites:
Teaching Language:
Courseware Language:
Teaching Method:
Assessment Method:

Semester:
Course Category:
Target Students:

Instructor:
Office:
E-mail:
Office Phone:
Office Hour:
Discussion Board:

80515113
研发投资与知识产权管理
R&D Investment and Intellectual Property Management
3
MBA core course in finance
□ CH □ CH+EN (EN ≥50%) ■ EN
□ CH ■ EN
■ Lecture
■ Discussion ■ Case study ■ Literature reading
Computer-aided assignment ■ Students’ in-class presentation
□ In-class quiz ■ Oral presentation □ Group discussion
■ Case analysis (report) ■ Final report/thesis □ Final exam
□ Practice project (report) □ Others ______________________
□ Spring ■ Autumn □ Summer
□ Core course ■ Elective course
□ Undergraduate ■ Master □ PhD ■ MBA
□ EMBA □ TIEMBA

□

Prof. LIN lihui
Rm. 456H, Weilun Bldg.
linlh@sem.tsinghua.edu.cn
62794790
TBA
http://www.sem.tsinghua.edu.cn

Course Description:
This course will be of interest to those trying to understand how to profit from innovative ideas
in a fiercely competitive global marketplace. In today’s knowledge economy, companies establish
competitive advantage by generating the most exciting ideas, taking them to market, and profiting
from them. Therefore, it has become crucial for companies to invest wisely in the development of
intellectual property (IP) and to optimally reap benefits from IP. These trends also present new
challenges to both researchers and practitioners: Are the traditional methods such as DCF
(discounted cash flow) suitable for evaluating R&D investments under uncertainty? What are the
best ways to utilize intellectual property such as patents and trade secrets – to be used defensively
as it has been traditionally, or proactively to generate more value for its owner? This course intends
to provide a new way of thinking on how to build, leverage, and maximize the value of intellectual
property portfolios. Questions addressed include (but are not limited to):
This syllabus is only for reference of your course selection, and the finalized version will be distributed by the instructor in class
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How to develop strategies for innovations in new technologies, products, or services based on
strategic options analysis;
How to evaluate R&D investments characterized by large growth opportunities and high
uncertainty using the real options approach;
How to develop a licensing strategy for innovations and intellectual property rights;
How to capture value from intellectual property in knowledge markets;
How to compete successfully in an ecosystem around networked technologies and their business
platforms.

The course will be driven by real world case studies. Through these cases, we will cover the
basics of real options valuation of investment and strategic interactions between market participants.
The discussions of cases will also help broaden and deepen our understanding about issues such as
R&D investment, innovation management, IP strategies, the valuation of entrepreneurial start-ups,
markets for IP, licensing contract negotiations, and IP protection in China.

Textbooks & References:
There is no required textbook for this course. The following are references.
 Prasad Kodukula, Chandra Papudesu, Project Valuation Using Real Options: A Practitioner's
Guide, J. Ross Publishing (July 10, 2006), ISBN-13: 978-1932159431
 Michael A. Golli, Driving Innovation: Intellectual Property Strategies for a Dynamic World,
Cambridge University Press (February 4, 2008), ISBN-13: 978-0521701693
We will also use HBS cases and other

Grading:
No.
1
2
3
4

Assessment method
Attendance & Participation
Assignments
Case Presentations
Project

Percentage
15%
30%
15%
40%

Academic conduct:


I believe that the majority of students are honest and that it is unfair to these students if
anyone gets away with cheating. Any conduct by which a student misrepresents his or her
academic accomplishments or impedes other students’ chances of being judged fairly for
their academic work is considered a violation of academic honor code. Any clear evidence
of an honor code violation on an assignment or term paper will be brought to the Academic
Affairs Office of SEM.
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Teaching Schedule (subject to minor changes):
Week
1

Case

7

Topic
Course introduction
Introduction to Real Options
Analysis
Real options analysis of R&D
investments
Valuing growth options
National Day holiday. No class.
Intellectual property rights: Basics
Using real options analysis to
evaluate intellectual property rights
R&D Management and IP
ownership: the Human factor
IP strategies (I)

Case: Qualcomm

HW4 due

8

IP strategies (II)

HW5 due

9

IP strategies (III)

Case: Alnylam
Pharmaceuticals
Case: Marvel
Enterprises

10

IP management in China

11

Open innovations
Future of IP strategies
Project final presentations
Project final report

2
3
4
5

6

12
13

Deliverables

Mini cases
Mini cases

HW1 due

Case: Innovis

HW2 due
Project: pick
a company
Case: Barry Riceman HW3 due

Case: Shanghai
Institutes for
Biological Sciences
Case: InnoCentive

HW6 due
Project
progress
report due
HW7 due

HW8 due
Presentations
Project final
report due
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Technology Driven Business Innovation
Course Number:
Course Name (CH):
Course Name (EN):
Credits:
Prerequisites:
Teaching Language:
Courseware Language:
Teaching Method:
Assessment Method:

Semester:
Course Category:
Target Students:

80515462
技术驱动商业创新
Technology Driven Business Innovation
2
□CH □CH+EN (EN ≥50%) ■EN
□CH ■EN
■ lecture
□ discussion
□ case study
□ literature reading
□computer-aided assignment
□students’ in-class presentation
□in-class quiz ■oral presentation □group discussion
□case analysis (report) ■final report/thesis □final exam
□practice project (report) □others_________________________
□spring ■autumn □summer
□core course ■elective course
□Undergraduate □Master □PhD ■MBA
□EMBA □TIEMBA

Instructor:
Professor Yan Zhu
Office:
258B, Weilun Building
E-mail:
zhuyan@sem.tsinghua.edu.cn
Office Phone: (86) (10) 62773737
Office Hour:
8:00-20:00
Discussion Board: http://learning.sem.tsinghua.edu.cn/
TA:
TA’s E-mail:

Course Description (course objectives and content):
The course is designed to include several speech lecturing sessions. The purpose is to enable the
students to understand the real technology driven business innovation practices through the sessions
of the invited speakers from BT and other renowned leading companies and government
associations. For this semester, the course will start by introducing the importance of technology in
business innovation process, using BT – one of the biggest Information and Communication
Technology companies – as the example. BT’s internal approach to research and innovation will be
introduced, moreover, how BT establish its research ecosystem through collaborating with
universities, industries and start-ups and its practices on identifying and developing new services
and technology innovations. There will be the comparison among different innovation strategies
deployed by Chinese and International companies. Besides the general knowledge of innovation,
there will be sessions explaining how advanced ICT technologies continuously transform different
industries, e.g. financial service industries, etc. This course will also introduce the future view of
industrial innovation from the angle of UK government and the future of industrial research and
This syllabus is only for reference of your course selection, and the finalized version will be distributed by the instructor in class
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innovation from CTOs.
Please be note, that we are inviting many senior managers as speaker to our course, please do
expect the change of the speakers’ order, as they may have to deal with urgent business case and we
will do our best to accommodate all the speakers’ speaking schedule.

Textbooks & References:
[1] Nagy K. Hanna.Enabling Enterprise Transformation: Business and Grassroots Innovation for the
Knowledge Economy .Springer; 2010 edition (October 26, 2010)
[2]Robert Burgelman, Clayton Christensen, Steven Wheelwright. Strategic Management of
Technology and Innovation.McGraw-Hill/Irwin; 5 edition (July 7, 2008).
[3] Scott Shane. The Handbook of Technology and Innovation Management. Wiley-Blackwell; 1
edition (July 7, 2009)

Grading (percentage of all the assessment methods involved):
No.
1.
2.

Assessment method
Course attendance
Final report/essay

Percentage
30%
70%

Teaching Schedule (weeks, content, assignments. It can be in the tabular form.)
No.

Content

Session 1
Speaker: Steve Whittaker

1

BT Chief Research Professional and Head of Strategic US Academic Research
Partnerships
Topic: Innovation and the future economy – latest research trends from
the US
Innovation is critical to personal and national economic success. However, the
changing nature of innovation is driving changes to the basis of competitive
advantage for individuals, companies and states. As a result, many of today’s
well paid professions and industries may disappear over the next ten years as
they are displaced by the increasingly intelligent digital technologies which
exemplify the so-called ‘Second Machine Age’. Steve will draw on some of the
latest research from MIT and elsewhere to discuss the potential impact of
developments in areas such as data science, synthetic biology, manufacturing,
advanced materials, autonomics, communications, security, AI and robotics.
He will also discuss the changing landscape of innovation and some of the
resulting strategic challenges and opportunities.
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No.

Content

Session 2
Speaker: Jonathan Legh-Smith
BT Head of Partnership & Strategic Research
2

3

Topic: Research & innovation within BT
Introducing BT’s approach to research & innovation. The internal processes
used for identify & developing new services & technology innovations,
collaborations with universities and industry, and working with start-up
companies.
Session 3
No Class.
China National Day Holiday
Session 4
Speaker: Michael Cooper
CTO of BT Financial Product

4

Topic: Technology Innovation in the Finance Industry
How advanced ICT technologies continue to transform the financial service
industry, how companies such as BT work with Financial Services customers
to identify and develop innovative new services.
Session 5
Speaker: Dr. Ivan Boyd
Independent Consultant, IP7 Research Solutions
5

Topic: A framework for successful management of research and
innovation projects
This session will describe a framework for prioritizing and managing research
and innovation projects. Topics addressed will include: how to choose the right
portfolio of projects; measuring and tracking benefits; the importance of robust
but intelligent project management; keeping your stakeholders engaged; and
the dangers of making implicit assumptions.
Session 6
Speaker: Xinyu Li
General Manager Great China, Cochlear Medical Device

6

Topic: Hear now, and always
Cochlear is an Australia hearing device company. Cochlear help people hear
and be heard, and empower people to connect with others and live a full life.
During this session, Xinyu will talk about how Cochlear innovate in their
product and help people in the silent world to hear and to be heard, and to be
connected with the modern world.
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No.

Content

Session 7
Speaker: Jean-Marc Frangos
MD of BT Products & Services Research and Open Innovation

7

Topic: Innovation and the future economy – latest research trends from
the US
Innovation is critical to personal and national economic success. However, the
changing nature of innovation is driving changes to the basis of competitive
advantage for individuals, companies and states. As a result, many of today’s
well paid professions and industries may disappear over the next ten years as
they are displaced by the increasingly intelligent digital technologies which
exemplify the so-called ‘Second Machine Age’. Steve will draw on some of the
latest research from US and elsewhere to discuss the potential impact of
developments in areas such as data science, synthetic biology, manufacturing,
advanced materials, autonomics, communications, security, AI and robotics.
He will also discuss the changing landscape of innovation and some of the
resulting strategic challenges and opportunities.
Session 8
Speaker: Kevin Woollard

8

9

10

Topic: The future of industrial research and innovation
Successful industrial research organizations must continually adapt to the
changing requirements of their businesses. They must constantly review the
relevance of the work they undertake and their role and engagement within
their own organization. Kevin will discuss the possible future models for
industrial research, and the implications for working with industry and
academic partners.
Session 9
Speaker: To Be confirmed
Currently we are inviting a professor from MIT, a professor from
Cambridge to give us the talk. We will confirm this later.
Session 10
Speaker: Simon Barrington
Independent Consultant
Topic: Leadership

11

Session 11
Speaker: Steve Cassidy
Topic: How IT and

System Science can Transform Company
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No.

Content

Performance
Most company structures today have their basis in early 20th century models
suited to the industries of their day. In the modern fast-moving a complex
world, these models are unable to deliver the agility required for companies to
succeed. Companies need to be more responsive to customer needs, and to be
able to reconcile efficiency with the ability to respond quickly to the market.
New organisational thinking and the growing power of IT are fuelling new
models of organisations. This enables us to understand and structure
organisations with much more rigour, and tune them to their specific market
environment. During this session, we will introduce the concepts of the Viable
Systems Model, Requisite Variety and Boundary Objects, and show you how
these can be related to create much more effective organisations.

12

Session 12
Speaker: Paul O’Brien
Director, BT Service, Security and Operations Lab
Topic: AI and the Future of Work

Other requirements and information:
None
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Elementary Chinese
Course Number: 60610162
Course Name (CH): 初级汉语
Course Name (EN): Elementary Chinese
Credits: 2
Prerequisites:
Teaching Language: □CH
■CH+EN (EN ≥50%) □EN
Courseware Language: ■CH
□EN
Teaching Method: ■ lecture
■ discussion
□ case study □ literature reading □
computer-aided assignment
□students’ in-class presentation
Assessment Method: □in-class quiz ■oral presentation □group discussion □case analysis
(report) □final report/thesis ■final exam □practice project (report)
□others___________________________
Semester: ■spring □autumn □summer
Course Category: ■core course ■elective course
Target Students: □Undergraduate □Master □PhD ■MBA □EMBA □TIEMBA
Instructor: ZHOU Shujun
E-mail: zhoutreejun2006@163.com
Office Phone:

Course Description：
Our course targets Chinese language beginners who have little basic knowledge of Chinese
language. In order to help students build a good foundation of Chinese language and help in
communicating in China, our course is very practical. It contains the following parts:
1) Study Pinyin part and help student have a good pronunciation.
2) Consists of several practical units, help students grasp useful words and sentences in common
situations, for example: greeting, introduce friends to each other, tell the time, bargain, and so
on.
3) Be familiar with the basic rules of Chinese language grammar and can use them correctly.
4) Know the basic knowledge of Chinese characters, including radicals, basic strokes, the order of
writing characters and so on.
5) Focus on listening and speaking skills, help students be familiar with daily conversation and
they can express their thoughts and feelings in Chinese.
Our course emphasizes on practice. Besides teaching, we require students practice alone or in
group. We try to make students grasp and memorize the main points of each Unit in class. We hope
students can find their fast progress in a short time.

Textbooks & References:
Course book:
This syllabus is only for reference of your course selection, and the finalized version will be distributed by the instructor in class
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Experiencing Chinese ( Studying in China )
Higher Education Press

Grading：
No.
1
2
3
4

Assessment method
Attendance
Class Performance
Quiz
Final exam

Percentage
15%
15%
30%
40%

Teaching Schedule (Subject to minor changes):
Content

Literature reading

Pronunciation
Camp
Unit 1

1． Learn the most commonly used greetings
2． Learn how to give your name and nationality
3． Learn the numbers 1 to 10

Unit 2

1． Learn how to introduce your friends to each other
2． Learn to give your address
3． learn the numbers 11 to 20
1. Learn the basic way to tell the time
2. Learn how to say the days of the week

Unit 3
Unit 4

1. Learn to talk about money
2. Learn how to ask the price
3. Learn how to use the unit measurements of daily commodities

Unit 5

1． Learn how to ask about the characteristics of commodities
2． Learn how to bargain
1. Learn how to order food
2. Learn how to order drinks
3. Learn how to order staple foods

Unit 6

Unit 8

1. Learn simple words for locations
2. Learn how to ask for directions
3. Learn how to ask about and describe locations

Final Exam

Other requirements and information:
The teacher has authority to adjust study schedule with an intention of better study.
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Intermediate Chinese
Course Number:
Course Name (CH):
Course Name (EN):
Credits:
Prerequisites:
Teaching Language:
Courseware Language:
Teaching Method:
Assessment Method:

Semester:
Course Category:
Target Students:

60610172
中级汉语
Intermediate Chinese
2
N/A
■CH
□CH+EN (EN ≥50%) □EN
■CH
□EN
■ lecture
■ discussion
□ case study
□ literature reading
□computer-aided assignment
□students’ in-class presentation
□in-class quiz □oral presentation □group discussion
□case analysis (report) □final report/thesis ■final exam
□practice project (report) □others_________________________
■spring □autumn □summer
□core course ■elective course
□Undergraduate □Master □PhD ■MBA
□EMBA □TIEMBA

Instructor:
E-mail:
Office Phone:

Course Description
The course is suitable for Chinese learner who have learned 70 hours Chinese and mastered 300 or
so Chinese words, which consists of 8 lessons and each lesson is divided into four scenes, with an
average of 12-21new words and 2-3 language points.
The purpose of this course is to encourage the interest of learners and to improve their skills in
Chinese learning, which they could be learn happily, easily and effectively.

Textbooks & References
标准教程 HSK3（北京语言文化大学出版社 2014 年第一版）

Grading
No.

Assessment method

Percentage

1

Attendance

10%

2

15%

3

Class Performance
Assignments

4

Quiz

20%

5

Final exam

40%

15%

Teaching Schedule (Subject to minor changes):
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Lesson
Lesson 1
1.
What’s your plan for 2.
the weekend?
3.
4.

Literature
Reading
Words & Text
Notes
Characters & Culture
Exercises

Lesson 2
1. Words & Text
When will he come 2. Notes
back?
3. Characters & Culture
4. Exercises

Lesson 3
1.Words & Text
There are plenty of 2. Notes
drinks on the table
3. Characters & Culture
4. Exercises
Lessons 4
She always smiles
when
talking
to
customers

1.Words & Text
2. Notes
3. Characters & Culture
4. Exercises

Lesson 5
1.Words & Text
I am getting fatter 2. Notes
and fatter lately
3. Characters & Culture
4. Exercises
Lesson 6
1.Words & Text
Why
are
they 2. Notes
suddenly missing?
3. Characters & Culture
4.Exercises
Lesson 7
1.Words & Text
I’ve known her for 2. Notes
five years
3. Characters & Culture
4.Exercises
Lesson 8
1.Words & Text
I’ll go wherever you 2. Notes
go
3. Characters & Culture
4.Exercises

Cases
1. The Complement of Result “好”
2. The Negative Structure
“一……也/都+不/没……”
3. The Conjunction“那”
4. He who has never been to the Great
wall is not a ture man
1. Simple Complements of
Direction
2. The Rhetoric Question
“能……吗？
3. A walk after dinner makes one live
to 99
1.Comparison of “还是” and “或者”
2.LocationWord+V 着 + Numera l+
Measure
3.“会”Indicating the possibility
4.Good tea attracts frequenters
1.The structure “又…又…”
2.The
Accompanying
Action:
V1(O1)+V2(O2)
3. The one who retreated 50 steps
laughs at the one who
retreated 100
1. “了” Indicating a Change
2. The Structure “越来越
+Adj/Mental V”
3. The minute the medicine is used ,the
disease is cured
1. Complements of Possibility
Introduced by “V 得/不”
2. “N+呢” Used to Ask about Location
3. Comparison of “刚” and “刚才”
4. The first step is always the hardest
1.To Express a Period of Time
2.To Express an Interest
3.To Indicate Time Using
4.One wrong move makes all moves
wrong
1.Comparison of “又” and “再”
2.Flexible Use of Interrogative
Pronouns 1
3.The higher you stand, the farther
you’ll see
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